
 
Dear Colleague, 
 
Many thanks for your interest in our newly created role of Unattached School Leader. This 
letter aims to outline some information about the Learning in harmony trust, the role itself 
and the application process. As the role is newly created it provides a real opportunity for us 
to learn forward together mutually shaping a team of staff who are able to have the widest 
possible impact upon our schools. 
 
Learning in harmony was created in 2014 by bringing together JFK Special school and 
Sheringham Primary School in Newham. Since then we have grown to include three further 
Newham schools - Upton Cross Primary School, Hartley Primary School, and Drew Primary 
School, and three schools in Southend on Sea - Blenheim Primary School and the 
Federation of Greenways Infants and Junior Schools. A ninth school Temple Sutton Primary 
School in Southend has a planned conversion date of 1st April 2018. 
 
Our schools are all academy converters who have joined together with a view to rigorously 
supporting and challenging each other. Over time we have reached agreed alignment in 
some of our practice - particularly within back office, and this is likely to continue as we strive 
to make the best possible for the pupils in our schools. Whilst we celebrate our differences 
we talk a common language of school improvement and believe strongly in the power of 
coaching and fully equipping our teachers with a range of strategies that impact upon pupil 
learning. 
 
Our schools have come together because we have common values and it is these values to 
which we feel accountable - 
 
Enabling Success 

● Strong relationships built on a foundation of trust and honesty, coupled with high             
aspirations for all our learners, enable us to strive for excellence. 

● Support and challenge is at the heart of what we do and we have a relentless focus                 
on the best possible outcomes for all our learners. 

 

Acting with Integrity 

● We believe in doing things the right way. We are not a top down organisation and                
effective collaboration is at the heart of what we do. 

● Our schools are not identical and each has it's own unique strengths. This approach              
enables us to continue our learning journey in a harmonious and rewarding way. 



 
A Nurturing Community 

● We strongly believe that learners flourish when they are well looked after. This starts              
with our staff, because happy staff perform at their best. 

● We also know that it is vital for us to nurture and grow the whole child, regardless of                  
their background, to provide all with an opportunity to succeed. 

 

Encouraging Innovation 
● We ensure that our actions are always underpinned by the best available research             

and we provide a safe environment that encourages our staff to continue to learn and               
take risks in their practice in our quest for excellence. 

● Our approach to professional development is bespoke and enabling and there are            
many opportunities to learn from other schools within and outside of the trust. 

 

This new role has been developed to ensure that we always have enough high quality               
leadership capacity within each school team. We are aiming to build a team of people who                
would be able to respond to the needs of each school sometimes being deployed in a                
particular school for a whole academic year (perhaps to cover a maternity leave or a               
secondment), sometimes being deployed to support a particular teacher in a specific school.             
You will need to be flexible and able to be self-motivated enough to meet a variety of needs.                  
In return you will have the opportunity to work alongside a number of great leaders, and will                 
have an individualised CPD programme to ensure that you are fully equipped to fulfil your               
role. 

 

Within the trust we have developed a series of leadership standards and part one of the                
recruitment process will see you completing a self-evaluation against these standards and            
then reflecting upon this self-evaluation with a pair of our experienced Head Teachers.             
Following this assessment centre process successful candidates will be interviewed by a            
panel including myself and other leaders within the trust. 

 

The information in this letter is just a starting point in getting to know about Learning in                 
Harmony. The only way that you will fully get to understand the potential of the role and                 
whether it might be the right next step with you for us to have a conversation. Please do                  
email us at info@lihtrust.uk or call Marcela on 020 8325 4560 to arrange a telephone               
conversation with myself 

 

I look forward to speaking to you 

Kind regards 

 

Gary Wilkie 

mailto:info@lihtrust.uk

